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The dynamics of charge qubit in a double quantum dot coupled to phonons is investigated theoretically in
terms of a perturbation treatment based on a unitary transformation. The dynamical tunneling current is
obtained explicitly. The decoherence induced by acoustic phonons is analyzed in detail after a derivation of
spectral density. It is shown that the contribution from deformation potential coupling is comparable to that
from piezoelectric coupling in small dots and large tunneling rates. A possible decoupling mechanism is
predicted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computers based on quantum mechanics are proven to be
more efficient in some specific calculations than those based
on classical physics.1–3 The first step to build a quantum
computer is the realization of the building block called quan-
tum bit squbitd. Within the last decade, various schemes have
been proposed and many of them have even been realized.4–8

Among them, the electrically controlled charge qubit in a
semiconductor double quantum dot has the potential advan-
tages of being arbitrarily scalable to large system and com-
patible with the current microelectronics technology. Be-
sides, the double-dot system is also extremely useful in basic
physics as it enables us to investigate the decoherence and
dissipation of a small quantum system interacting with its
environment.

Various designs of double-dot qubits have been studied in
experiments.9–12 Recently, Hayashiet al. have successfully
realized coherent manipulation of electronic states in a
double-dot system implemented in a GaAs/AlGaAs hetero-
structure containing a two dimensional electron gas. The
damped Rabi oscillation is observed in the time domain in
their experiment and an empirical formula is presented to fit
the experimental data.13 Fujisawaet al. explain the transport
in this system through density matrix simulations.14 But the
phonon effects are not included. However, the phonon in-
duced decoherence is significant according to the analysis of
Ref. 13. Considering the interaction with the piezoelectric
acoustic phonons, Brandeset al. have investigated in detail
the single electron tunneling in a double quantum dot.15–19

Fedichkin and Fedorov also study the error rate of the charge
qubit coupled to an acoustic phonon reservoir.20,21 But no
dynamical tunneling current is presented by all these works.
In a latest review paper,22 Brandes derives the dynamical
tunneling current in the weak electron-phonon dissipation
limit through Born-Markov approximation, but the result is
rather complicated.

In this work, we study the damped Rabi oscillation ob-
served in Ref. 13. The quantum dynamics of a single electron
tunneling in the double-dot system is investigated without
applying the Born-Markov approximation to the electron-
phonon interaction. A simple explicit expression of dynami-
cal tunneling current is presented through perturbation treat-
ment based on a unitary transformation. The phononssboth

the deformation potential and piezoelectric contribution are
includedd induced decoherence are investigated in detail and
possible decoupling mechanism is presented.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the model Hamiltonian for the charge qubit and solve it in
terms of a perturbation treatment based on a unitary transfor-
mation. The spectral density is derived in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
we analyze the phonon induced decoherence. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

In this section, we shall introduce the model Hamiltonain
for the double quantum dot and then develop general theory
leading to explicit expression for the dynamical current. We
will focus on the phonon effect on the qubit dynamics.

A. Model Hamiltonian

The double quantum dot consists of left and right dots
connected through an interdot tunneling barrier. Due to Cou-
lomb blockade, only one excess electron is allowed to oc-
cupy the left or right dot, which defines two basis vectorsuLl
and uRl swith the energy level«L and «R, respectivelyd in
Hilbert space. The energy difference between these two
states«=«L−«R can be controlled by the source-drain volt-
ageVsd.

13 Considering the coupling to its environment, the
double dot can be described by the Hamiltonian,

H = He + Hp + Hep+ Hr + Her, s1d

where the qubit Hamiltonian readss"=1d

He = − 1
2«stdsz + Tcsx, s2d

whereTc is the interdot tunneling,sx andsz are Pauli matrix
with sz= uLlkLu− uRlkRu and sx= uLlkRu+ uRlkLu. If the qubit
isolates from any other degrees of freedom, the excess elec-
tron would oscillate coherently between two dots with the
Rabi frequency D=Î«2+4Tc

2. However, the qubit must
couple to its environmentsphonons and electron reservoir in
leadsd in practice.Hp andHep stand for the phonon reservoir
and its coupling to charge qubit, respectively. They can be
written as follows:
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Hp = o
q,l

vq,lbq,l
† bq,l, s3d

Hep=
1

2
szo

q,l
sMq,lbq,l

† + Mq,l
* bq,ld, s4d

wherebq,l
† sbq,ld andvq,l are the creationsannihilationd op-

erators and energy of the phonons with the wave vectorq
and polarizationl, respectively,Mq,l is the electron-phonon
coupling constant. The effects of the phonon bath are fully
described by a spectral density

Jsvd = o
q,l

uMq,lu2dsv − vq,ld. s5d

Hr andHer in the HamiltonianH stand for the electron res-
ervoir in leads and its coupling to charge qubit, respectively.

In experiment, a pulse technique is used to switch theVsd
from large bias in the initialization processsan excess elec-
tron localizes in the left dotd to the zero bias in the manipu-
lation processfthe double dot is isolated from leads, and the
excess electron tunnels resonantlysi.e., «=0d back and forth
between two dotsg.13 Restoring a large bias voltageVsd after
the pulse timet it gives the measurement of dynamical elas-
tic tunneling current which is described by the probability
nstd of the excess electron in the right dot at that exact time.

Neglecting the higher order tunnelingscotunnelingd be-
tween leads and the dots, the effective Hamiltonian in the
manipulation process reads

Heff = Tcsx + o
q

vqbq
†bq +

1

2
szo

q
sMqbq

† + Mq
* bqd. s6d

Here, for the sake of simplicity, we omit the polarization,
since it makes no difference in the theory below. When it
makes differencesin Sec. IVd, it will be included again. This
effective Hamiltonian is the starting point of our theory.

B. Theory

The effective HamiltonianHeff is equivalent to the spin-
boson Hamiltonian in zero bias case. Though it seems rather
simple, it cannot be solved exactly. Various analytical or nu-
merical approaches have been proposed to obtain an approxi-
mate solution to it.23,24

Here, we apply a canonical transformation,
H8=expsSdHeff exps−Sd, with the generator,25–27

S= o
q

jq

2vq
sMqbq

† − Mq
* bqdsz. s7d

Thus we get the HamiltonianH8, and decompose it into
H8=H08+H18+H28, where

H08 = hTcsx + o
q

vqbq
†bq − o

q

uMqu2

4vq
jqs2 − jqd, s8d

H18 =
1

2
szo

q
s1 − jqdsMqbq

† + Mq
* bqd + hTcisyA, s9d

H28 = TcsxscoshA − hd + TcisyssinhA − hAd, s10d

where

A = o
q

jq

vq
sMqbq

† − Mq
* bqd, s11d

andh is a parameter which will be adjusted to minimize the
perturbation termssH18 andH28d. Obviously,H08 can be solved
exactly. We denote the ground state ofH08 as

ugl = us2luh0qjl, s12d

and the lowest excited states as

uesl = us1luh0qjl, s13d

ueql = us2lu1ql, s14d

where us1l and us2l are eigenstates ofsx ssxus1l= us1l ,sxus2l
=−us2ld, uh0qjl stands for the vacuum state for phonon, and
u1ql means that there is only one phonon for modeq and no
phonon for other modes. LetH18ugl=0 andkguH28ugl=0, we
will get jq andh, respectively, as follows:

jq =
vq

vq + 2hTc
, s15d

h = expS− o
q

uMqu2

2vq
2 jq

2D . s16d

Now we can easily check thatkesuH18uesl=0, kequH18ueql=0,
kesuH28ugl=0, kequH28ugl=0, and kequH18uesl=Vq, where
Vq=2hTcMqjq /vq. With these relations above, we can now
diagonalize the lowest excited states ofH8 as

H8 = − hTcuglkgu + o
E

EuElkEu

+ terms with high excited states. s17d

The experiment in Ref. 13 is performed at lattice temperature
below 20 mK.13,14 At such a low temperature, the mul-
tiphonon process is weak enough to be negligible. So we can
get the transformation as26–28

uesl = o
E

xsEduEl, s18d

ueql = o
E

yqsEduEl, s19d

uEl = xsEduesl + o
q

yqsEdueql, s20d

where

uxsEdu2 = S1 + o
q

uVqu2

sE + hTc − vqd2D−1

, s21d

uyqsEdu2 =
uVqu2

sE + hTc − vqd2uxsEdu2, s22d

and theE’s are solutions to the equation
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E − hTc − o
q

uVqu2

E + hTc − vq
= 0. s23d

The population inversion can be defined asPstd
=kcstduszucstdl, whereucstdl is the total wave functionsqubit
and reservoird in Schrödinger picture, and

ucstdl = e−Se−iH8teSucs0dl. s24d

Since the qubit is initially in the stateuLl, it is reasonable to
chooseucs0dl=e−SuLluh0qjl. Then we can obtain

Pstd = kh0qjukLueiH8teSsze
−Se−iH8tuLluh0qjl

= −
1

2o
E

uxsEdu2 expf− isE + hTcdtg

−
1

2o
E

uxsEdu2 expfisE + hTcdtg

= −
1

4pi
R

C

dve−ivtSv − 2hTc − o
q

uVqu2

v + i0+ − vq
D−1

−
1

4pi
R

C8
dveivtSv − 2hTc − o

q

uVqu2

v − i0+ − vq
D−1

,

s25d

wherev=E+hTc. Denoting the real and imaginary part of
oquVqu2/ sv± i0+−vqd as Rsvd and 7gsvd, respectively, we
can get

Rsvd = o
q

P uVqu2

v − vq

= 4shTcd2PE
0

`

dv8
Jsv8d

sv − v8dsv8 + 2hTcd2 , s26d

gsvd = po
q

uVqu2dsv − vqd = 4pshTcd2 Jsvd
sv + 2hTcd2 ,

s27d

whereP stands for Cauchy principal value, and the spectral
density Jsvd is defined in Eq.s5d. The parameterh deter-
mined by Eq.s15d and Eq.s16d can also be expressed as

h = expS−E
0

`

dv
Jsvd

2sv + 2hTcd2D . s28d

The contour integral in Eq.s26d can proceed by calculating
the residue of integrand and the result is

Pstd = − cossvrtdexps− gtd, s29d

where we have applied the second order approximation,26

g . gs2hTcd = 1
4pJs2hTcd, s30d

andvr is the solution to the equation

v − 2hTc − Rsvd = 0. s31d

Finally, the tunneling electron populationsprobablityd in the
right dot at timet is given by

nstd = 1
2f1 + Pstdg = 1

2f1 − cossvrtdexps− gtdg. s32d

Thus a rather simple expression for the dynamical tunneling
is obtained analytically. It should be noted here that our ap-
proach can be extended safely to strong coupling regime as
compared to the previous work, since the perturbationH18
and H28 can be minimized by the variational parameterh.
Also for this reason, it works well for the whole range ofTc
if the system can be described by our Hamiltonian.

III. SPECTRAL DENSITY

The spectral densityJsvd defined by Eq.s5d is the only
quantity describing the interaction between the system and
its environment that enters into the dynamical tunneling. To
get the final result, we need the knowledge of this spectral
function first. Here, we only consider the coupling to the
bulk acoustic phonons, because we are interested in low tem-
perature limit. The only two types of interaction between
electrons and acoustic phonons in semiconductors are piezo-
electric coupling and deformation potential coupling. The pi-
ezoelectric coupling only presents in crystal lacking an in-
version center. This is the case for III-V semiconductors such
as GaAsszinc-blende structured, although it is weak in com-
parison with II-VI materials.30

Take the electron wave functionsuLl anduRl to be sharply
around the center of left and right dot, respectively, with
Gaussian shape,expf−r2/ s2l2dg, where l is the dot size.21

Assume the center-to-center distanced between two dots is
sufficiently large as compared tol, so that wave functionsuLl
and uRl do not overlap significantly, i.e., the tunnel coupling
between two dots is rather small, which is also complied
with the experiment in Ref. 13, where the Rabi splitting due
to interdot tuneling is about 10meV, while on-site charging
energy is in the order of magnitude of meV. Then one can
show that the piezoelectric coupling constant for GaAs is20

Mq,l
pz = − S 1

2rqslV
D1/2

Me−l2q2/4

3sj1
le2e3 + j2

le1e3 + j3
le1e2dsinSq ·d

2
D , s33d

where r is the density of the crystal,V is the normalized
volume,s is the sound velocity in crystalslongitudinal sound
and transverse sound have different velocitiesd, ei =qi /q, j is
the polarization vector whose components depend on the po-
larization model, andM is the piezoconstant. For a detailed
derivation of this coupling constant see, e.g., Ref. 21. Here,
we include the polarization again, since different polarization
modes give different coupling constants. With the simple dis-
persion relationvq,l=slq, one can now calculate the spectral
function Jpzsvd due to piezoelectric coupling and obtainsin
the spherical coordinate systemd

Jpzsvd = Ji
pzsvd + J'1

pz svd + J'2
pz svd, s34d

where
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Ji
pzsvd =

M2

p3rs3ve−v2/2vl
2E E s3 sin2 u cosu sinf cosfd2

3sin2S v

vd
cosuDsinududf, s35d

J'1
pz svd =

M2

p3xrs3ve−v2/2vl
2E E fsinu cosussin2 f

− cos2 fdg2 sin2S v

vd
cosuDsinududf, s36d

J'2
pz svd =

M2

p3xrs3ve−v2/2vl
2E E ssin3 u sinf cosf

− 2 sinu cos2 u sinf cosfd2

3sin2S v

vd
cosuDsinududf, s37d

wherevd=s/d, vl =s/ l, andx is the ratio of transverse ve-
locity to longitudinal velocity. Most many-body calculations
take an angular average for the sake of analytical simplicity,
and it involves only minor quantitative differences.29,30 To
obtain a tractable form of the piezoelectric coupling we also
adopt this approximation, that is

sin2S v

vd
cosuD →

E E sin2S v

vd
cosuDsinududf

E E sinududf

=
1

2
S1 −

vd

v
sin

v

vd
D . s38d

Then we get

Jpzsvd = gpzvS1 −
vd

v
sin

v

vd
De−v2/2vl

2
, s39d

where

gpz =
M2

p2rs3S 6

35
+

1

x

8

35
D . s40d

For the deformation potential coupling, the contribution from
TA-acoustic phonons is small enough to be neglected as
compared with that from LA-acoustic phonons. So the cou-
pling constant can be written as20

Mq
df = iqJS 1

2rqsV
D1/2

e−l2q2/4 sinSq ·d

2
D , s41d

whereJ is the deformation potential. Then we can easily get
the spectral function due to deformation coupling

Jdfsvd = gdfv
3S1 −

vd

v
sin

v

vd
De−v2/2vl

2
, s42d

wheregdf=J2/8p2rs5.
With the parameters of GaAs in Ref. 30, we can estimate

that gpz<0.035 andgdf<0.029spsd−2. Previous work states

that the contribution from deformation potential phonons is
small as compared with piezoelectric phonons in double-dot
system of GaAs material.22 Our result also proves it to be
true in the weak confinement regimeslarge dotd. But it is not
valid in the strong confinement regimessmall dotd. Figure 1
shows the spectral functionsJpzsvd andJdfsvd in strong con-
finement regime, withvl =1 spsd−1 si.e., dot sizel =5 nmd
and vl =0.5 spsd−1 si.e., dot sizel =10 nmd. As we can see,
Jdfsvd is comparable toJpzsvd in that regime. ButJdfsvd
shrinks much faster thanJpzsvd as the dot size is increased
and is negligible when the dot sizel .50 nm. Figure 1 also
shows the spectral functionsJpzsvd andJdfsvd at two differ-
ent center-to-center distances, withvd=0.05spsd−1 si.e.,
d=100 nmd andvd=0.02spsd−1 si.e., d=250 nmd. The influ-
ence from the parameterd to bothJpzsvd andJdfsvd is small
as compared with that from the parameterl. It adds an oscil-
lation term to the spectral function, and the oscillation fre-
quency sdetermined byvdd is increased withd. All these
properties of spectral functionsJpzsvd andJdfsvd determine
the decoherence induced by piezoelectric coupling and de-
formation potential coupling to phonons, respectively.

As one can see in Eq.s33d and Eq.s41d, the deformation
potential coupling constant is imaginary, while the piezoelec-
tric coupling constant is real, which means they do not inter-
fere with each other.29,30 Thus the total spectral density is

FIG. 1. Spectral functions of double quantum dot due to piezo-
electric couplingslabeled by pzd and deformation potential coupling
slabeled by dfd with vd=0.02 and vd=0.05spsd−1. sad
vl =1 spsd−1. sbd vl =0.5 spsd−1.
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Jsvd = Jpzsvd + Jdfsvd. s43d

Since now we have the knowledge of the spectral func-
tion, it is easy to get the dynamics of the tunneling electron
in DQD system, as shown in Fig. 2. The damped oscillation
form is agreed with the result of the experiment.13

IV. PHONON INDUCED DECOHERENCE

The decoherence of quantum system due to the interaction
with environment is a crucial point in quantum information.
In a double quantum dot, scattering by phonons can cause
considerable loss of coherence accompanied by dissipation
when the tunneling electron flips back and forth between two
dots. One of the advantages of our approach is that the de-
coherence rate in this process is obtained explicitly. Thus one
can analyze it clearly.

Using the expressions of spectral densityJpzsvd fEq. s39dg
and Jdfsvd fEq. s42dg above, the decoherence rates induced
by piezoelectric and deformation potential coupling are writ-
ten as

gpz =
1

2
pgpzhTcS1 −

vd

2hTc
sin

2hTc

vd
De−2h2Tc

2/vl
2
, s44d

and

gdf = 2pgdfh
3Tc

3S1 −
vd

2hTc
sin

2hTc

vd
De−2h2Tc

2/vl
2
, s45d

respectively. Here it should be noted that the parameterh in
Eq. s44d and Eq.s45d are not the same, because they are
calculated from Eq.s28d with different spectral functions
fJpzsvd andJdfsvd, respectivelyg. According to Eq.s43d, the
total decoherence rate induced by acoustic phonons is
g=gpz+gdf.

Figure 3 presents the decoherence ratesgpz and gdf as
functions of vl at two different tunneling rates

Tc=0.05spsd−1 and Tc=0.5 spsd−1. Another parametervd is
fixed as 0.02spsd−1, which means the center-to-center dis-
tance between two dots is about 250 nm. As shown in Fig.
3sad, at small tunneling rate, the contribution to decoherence
rate caused by deformation potential coupling is small as
compared with that from piezoelectric coupling, even in
strong confinement regimefi.e., vl ,1 spsd−1g. But when the
tunneling rate is largefFig. 3sbdg, the decoherence rates aris-
ing from these two mechanisms are comparable, thus the
contribution from the deformation potential coupling cannot
be neglected in such a situation. Figures 3sad and 3sbd also
show that the decoherence ratessboth gpz and gdfd are sup-
pressed whenvl is decreased, which indicates that one
should use large dot size to get small decoherence. However,
large dot size means small characteristic energy spacingson-
site charging energyd v01 of single quantum dot. It is well
known that, our two-level Hamiltonian is valid to describe
the double-dot system only ifTc, kBT!v01, wherekB is Bolt-
zmann constant.31 Therefore, the low temperature technique
is needed to maintain good quantum properties of dots when
the dot size is large, just as the experiment is performed.13

In what follows, we choose a large dot size of 100 nm
sapproximate size for the dot in Ref. 13d, i.e.,
vl =0.05spsd−1. Since the tunneling barriers in experiment of
Ref. 13 are made by depleting electrons with negative gate
voltage, their tunneling rates are flexible.32 In Fig. 4, we
present the decoherence rateg s<gpz at that dot sized as a

FIG. 2. The tunneling electron population in the right dot as a
function of vlt for GaAs double quantum dot withTc=0.1vl and
vd=0.02vl.

FIG. 3. Decoherence ratesgpz ssolid lined andgdf sdashed lined
as functions of cutoff frequencyvl whenvd=0.02spsd−1. The tun-
neling rates in sad and sbd are 0.05spsd−1 and 0.5spsd−1,
respectively.
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function of tunneling rate and distance between two dots
sfrom 100 to 1500 nmd. Some oscillations due to the sine
term in the spectral density are demonstrated from this three-
dimensional figure. We find that the characteristic decoher-
ence timeT2=1/g speculated from the figure is about 1 ns,
which agrees well with the value fitted from the experimental
curve.13 So the coupling to phonons is one of the main de-
coherence mechanisms in such a double-dot system. It also
shows that the decoherence rate increases with tunneling rate
Tc whenTc,vl. But larger tunneling rate will suppress the
decoherence drastically, even to zero whenTc<0.1 spsd−1

si.e., 2vld. This value of Tc is still in the range of

!v01=1.3 meV,2 spsd−1,13 in which our two-level model
holds. Thus, such kind of decoupling mechanism can be
probably realized.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have investigated the charge qubit dy-
namics in a semiconductor double quantum dot coupled to
phonons at low temperature limit. Our approach is a pertur-
bation theory after a unitary transformation. The dynamical
tunneling current is obtained explicitly as a simple damped
Rabi oscillation. Compared to the previous work our ap-
proach is not restricted by the form of spectral density and
can be extended to strong coupling regime and works well
for the whole range of tunneling rateTc. Additionally, a
simple expression for the decoherence rate allows us to ana-
lyze the phonon induced decoherence clearly. We find that, in
strong confinement regime of dot and large tunneling rateTc
f.0.1 spsd−1g, the contribution to decoherence from defor-
mation potential coupling cannot be neglected as compared
to that from piezoelectric coupling in GaAs material. The
decoherence arising from both these two mechanisms will be
suppressed when the dot size is increased. The decoupling
with phonons will happen when the condition 2vl ,Tc
!v01 is satisfied. Finally, we hope that our predictions can
be testified by experiment in the near future.
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